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What are road works in Greater Birmingham?

Road works are stretches of road carriageway, where works are being undertaken to repair, maintain or 
develop the road.  They can also be caused by inspection or repair of utilities under the carriageway.  
Greater Birmingham covers a wide geography: rather than provide an endless list of works, this briefing 
paper aims to summarise and signpost readers towards key current and proposed road work schemes 
to raise awareness of them and help you plan your business journeys better.  Please note the below is 
correct at the time of writing (August 2016)

How will road works in Greater Birmingham affect my business?

Roads provide vital connectivity for businesses: from transporting goods, to travelling between clients, to 
employees simply commuting to work.  Road works affect this connectivity, since in areas of road works 
there may be additional traffic lights, reduced carriageway and lowered speed limits, all of which affect 
the flow of traffic.  As a result commuters and businesses need to plan their journeys more carefully, 
allowing extra time or potentially seeking alternative routes.  Business operations, for example deliveries 
may also need revising.

City Centre Schemes

For more information on road works occurring in the City Centre we recommend that you visit the 
City Council’s Birmingham Connected pages, which provide information on the significant programme 
of repairs and improvements across Birmingham city area.  For instance repairs to the A38(M) 
Aston Expressway (June 2016-December 2016) and closures and diversions related to the ongoing 
redevelopment of Paradise Circus.

“Birmingham Box” (M5, M42, M6)

The “Birmingham Box” refers to the set of motorways (M5, M6, M42) that form a ‘box’ around 
Birmingham (for more information please see our Briefing Paper on the [Birmingham Box]).  An 
extensive set of works is planned to improve and maintain the road network around the box in the 
coming years.  Below, we have focused on listing the key schemes occurring during 2016/17 that are 
expected to have the greatest impact on traffic around the “box”. 

M6 J7-8 North East Spur/Rushall Canal : Re-waterproofing scheme

Start date: May 2016 (Southbound start - Northbound start date TBC)

Completion date: End of Nov 2016

Scheme details: The waterproofing layer on these two bridges has failed, allowing water to penetrate 
and damage the concrete structure.  As a result, these structures have needed numerous planned and 
unplanned maintenance interventions to repair potholes and surface defects which have developed.
Highways England will remove the surface layers and the deteriorated waterproofing, assess the bare 
concrete deck for any defects and carry out any necessary repairs to this concrete before applying  a 
new waterproofing material and new surface materials.

Traffic Management: Due to the physical location of these bridges on the network, Highways England will 
need to install traffic management on both the north and southbound directions of the M6.  Traffic will be 
running in narrow lanes in both directions through junctions 7 and 8, and will be restricted to a lowered 
speed limit of 50mph on the approaches to and then 40mph through the work area.  Traffic wishing to 
join M6 Northbound (NB) from J7 will be diverted to M5 J1 where they will be directed to the M6/M5 
NB link at which point they can join the M6 NB main carriageway.  There will also be a requirement for a 
number of overnight lane closures to facilitate the work and a number of full closures to allow the traffic 
management to be installed and modified as the scheme progresses.

These two schemes are being delivered together as one to minimise the impact on road users.



M6 Gravelly Hill Concrete repairs and Re-waterproofing - various phases and link road locations

Start date: June 2016 
Completion date: December 2016

Summary: As with the M6 J7-8 North East Spur/Rushall Canal repairs above this is a continuation of the 
concrete repair and re-waterproofing scheme which started in 2015. The work was halted to assist in the 
successful delivery of the Rugby World Cup, John Lewis and Grand Central opening weekend.  Highways 
England have liaised and collaborated with Birmingham City Council (BCC) to  determine the most 
suitable working window to deliver this work – taking into account BCC’s own capital programme of work 
alongside their own, to minimise disruption to road users as much as is possible.

Scheme details: The waterproofing layer on these bridges has failed, allowing water to penetrate and 
damage the concrete structure.  As a result, these structures have needed numerous planned and 
unplanned maintenance interventions to repair potholes and surface defects which have developed.

Highways England will remove the surface layers and the deteriorated waterproofing, assess the bare 
concrete deck for any defects and carry out any necessary repairs to this concrete before applying a 
new waterproofing material and new surface materials. During earlier phases of this work, Highways 
England encountered high volumes of concrete repairs to both the bridge deck and the deck ends, due 
to the water ingress. They have used this knowledge to develop the next stage of the work programme, 
however, it needs to be noted that until they remove all of the surfacing and waterproofing layers and 
actually have sight of the concrete deck, they will not be able to confirm the volumes of concrete repair 
required and consequently, confirm their final work programme. 

Traffic Management: During all of the phases of work there will be a 30mph speed limit on the A38(M) 
Aston Expressway and affected slip roads to protect the workforce and road users. 
When working on the into city side there will be two narrow lanes running on the into city A38(M) Aston 
Expressway during the day and various phased full 24/7 closures of some of the slip roads as they merge 
with the A38(M) Aston Expressway .
When working on the out of city side there will be two narrow lanes running on the out of city A38(M) 
Aston Expressway , various 24/7 full closures of some of the slips as they diverge from the A38(M) Aston 
Expressway  and some additional overnight lane closures on the A38(M) Aston Expressway  into and out 
of city.

Diversions and alternative routes will be signposted.

M5 J1-2 Oldbury Viaduct Waterproofing

There are a number of schemes which are being delivered from April 16 which will support the delivery 
of the Oldbury waterproofing scheme between J1-2 on the M5.  This is a major scheme which is 
programmed to start on site in January 2017. The enabling works are smaller schemes which will support 
the delivery of the larger scheme by getting the network in the best condition to facilitate, amongst 
other things, its traffic management requirements.  The majority of the enabling works will be carried out 
overnight or utilise narrow lanes or lane closures.

Further information on all of these schemes can be found on the Highways England website.

M6 Eccleshall Road parapets

Start date: September 2016
Completion date: December 2016

Scheme details: The Eccleshall Road Bridge over the M6 (near the market town of Stone) is currently 
closed due to parapet replacement work. The works were due to start in June 2016, however the pro-
cess was delayed to other on-going roadwork improvements taking place in the area which would have 
caused large scale disruptions for drivers and residents alike. The current works will see a range of work 
taking place including replacing the current protective barriers and the existing safety barriers. Refur-
bishing the existing structure of the bridge will also figure heavily, this will involve replacing expansion 
joints and extensive waterproofing and surfacing work.
Traffic Management: With delays expected to last up to 10 minutes, drivers heading both north and south 
will face diversions in order to ease congestion. Those travelling southwards will be diverted along the 
A34 Fillybrooks where at the roundabout they will turn left along the A51 to head towards the A519 New-
castle Road where they will be able to turn right onto Castle Street which will lead to the B5026 Stone 
Road. Those travelling north will be diverted in the opposite direction, starting off at Stone Road and 
taking the opposite route which will lead to the A34 The Fillybrooks. 



 What is the GBCC position on Road works?

Businesses understand that road works are essential to maintaining and boosting the resilience of our 
road network, yet the Chamber is conscious that road works nevertheless impact businesses while they 
are underway.  In addition, in a recent survey, 82% of businesses stated that they were not well informed 
of road works occurring in the Greater Birmingham area.  As a result we understand that while road 
works are inevitable, communication on the works – their longevity and impact is key for businesses and 
their employees preparing and planning journeys accordingly.     

How can the GBCC help?

GBCC works closely with key stakeholders such as Highways England, the City Council and its 
contractors to understand the major road work projects occurring in and around the city centre area, and 
engage to ensure the impacts on business are considered .  We co-ordinate communication with these 
stakeholders on current and forthcoming works through our media and communications channels, as well 
as events.

Contact us:
Raj Kandola
policy@birmingham-chamber.com


